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5
Dialogue and Controversyin Philosophy

Philosophershave alwayswelcomed dialogue if one is to credir the interest they profess in the interplay of arguments; and treariseson philosophy would be shorter, and probably lessintelligible, if all reference
to other positions were deletedfrom them. This happy expectationthat
the restatementof distinctions and argumentswill lead to agreemen
on principles and conclusions, and contribute to the advancementof
knowledge,has,none the less,beenthwarted whenevertwo voiceshave
enteredthe dialogue. Controversy takesthe placeof dialogue when the
philosopher whose position is reported and adjusted bursts into the
conversationto restatewhat has been attributed to him and to rescu
it from distortion. The recriminations, which form as large a part of
the history of philosophy as the open-minded professionsof willingnessto consider other assumptionsand approaches,suggestthat it is
not lessdifficult-if indeed it is even possible-for one philosopher to
restatethe position of another when he appropriatesit to his own use
as a truth which he expressessomewhat differendy, or even when he
defendsit as the doctrine of a beloved master who has been misinterpreted, than when he setsit forth starkly in all its weaknessasthe construction of an opponent to be refuted out of hand.
Many plausible reasonscan be allegedto account for this failure of
dialogue. Most of them have no direct bearing on the truth or falsity
of the philosophical conclusionsthey accountfor. They arefor the mosr
part themselvesintrusions into the dialogue which brusquely turn it
into a jurisdictional controversy conceming the ultimate authority in
treating philosophic questions: whether relations among the science
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should be explored on philosophic assumptionsconcerning logical or
dialectical proof, forms of experienceor reason, or characteristicsof
phenomenaor being, or whether, on the contrary, philosophic problemsshould be explaineda\Mayonassumptionsdrawn from psychology,
sociology, economics,history the conditioning of man, or the claims
of society.The nature of the failure of dialogue, evenin its large reductive and pseudoscientificforms, is clarffied, on the other hand, if the
task which the philosopher undertakesis consideredin generalbefore
failures in communication are accountedfor as failures in proof. Like
inquirers in other fields, the philosopher not only seekstruths; he also
constructs arguments to relate the tmths he finds to warrantable or
defensible grounds, and he adresseshis arguments to minds not yet
enlightened or convinced. Unlike other disciplines, however, philosophy is synoptic and inclusive by design, not by occasionalextension,
and philosophic differencestend to focus on basicconsiderationsabout
objects, arguments,and other minds.
Most of the extreme controversiesin which philosophers abandon
all pretenseof dialogue and turn their backson argumentscan be uaced
to differencesconceming the strucnrre of argumentsand their relations
to objects and to minds. There have been, and there still are, philosophers who argue that these three tasks are inseparable,and that the
discoveryof truth, the construction of arguments,and the clarification
of minds proceed paceby pace; methods which separatethem fall into
the error of constructing formal or subjective argumentsunrelated to
reality or into the error of constructing mechanicalor partial conceptions unrelatedto real processesor scientificprinciples.There havebeen
philosophers,no lessnumerous and no lessconfident of their scientific
pretensionsand venerableantecedents,who arguethat man is the measure of all things, that truth is discoveredonly in the free clashof opinions, and that plausible argumentscan be found to support the contradictory of any proposition or docuinel dialogue exploresthe plurality
of positions, and it is transformed into controversy by dogmatisms
which must therefore bc refuted. At the other extremethroughout the
long history of the opposition of dialecticiansand skeptics,other philosophershave sought a method to construct argumentsbasedon the
naflre of things wittrout intrusion of imagination, emotion, or oprnion; methods which fail to make this separationmust be shown to be
unsound and unscientific, since they do not Penetrateto the nature of
things, but weaveverbal argumentsto suPPortmeaninglessstatement
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pertinent only to unreal problems-although, it should be added, the
verbal statemens do expressemotions, and the groundlessarguments
are often persuasive,and the unreal problems are consequences
of artificial tensions, unexamined complexes,or persistent traditions. There
remains a fourth possibility, which was developed by philosophers in
antiquity and wasfurther extendedand applied at later stagesof history
that eachof thesetaskspresentsa separateproblem of method, that a
logic should be elaboratedfor formal arguments,a method of inquiry
for the discoveryof truth, and a rhetoric and dialectic for communication among men, and that the use of these methods requires a metaphysicsto explore the principles and organization of knowledge, a psychology or epistemology to explore the functions and powers of man,
and a socio-political theory to explore the diversity ofcommunities and
circumstances;confirsions among thesemethods must then be sought
out and corrected.
r. fu Plato conceiveddialectic, it is the unique method of philosophy
and science,preciselybecauseit is suited to carry out all three tasksof
philosophy simultaneously-the discoveryof tmth, the construction of
arguments, and the clarification of minds. All ottrer arts and methods
are incomplete and dangerousunlesstransformed by dialectic. The dialecticianis the true poet and interpreter of poetry, the best rhetorician
and linguist, and the only sure mathematician,moral guide, and political ruler. Dialectic is a method of definition and argument, of division
and collection, but far from being satisfiedwith verbal formulations,
Plato is suspiciousof the written word, which is dead and cannot answer back when questioned, and he seeksinstead living words, which
are planted and grow in living minds. The influence of dialectic on r}re
mind, moreover, is due to the fact that it divides and collects real
classesldialectic divides at the joints of reality and to accomplishthat
purpose it assemblesan intellectual alphabet for argument which, like
the letters of ordinary alphabets,cannot be combined arbitrarily but
only as they form syllablesand words. Even in the Cratylas,where the
subject of discussionis the nature of language,the proponents of the
opposed theories of natural and conventional languagecome to agree
in dialogue that they must give up seeking in words a knowledge of
things, and instead tum their attention nor to names but to things
themselves,acknowledging the dialecticianto be superior to the maker
oflanguage.
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In order to form argumentsand to treat things' dialectic must Prepare minds. Socratescompareshis art to that of a midwife, since it
merely assistsin bringing knowledge to birth, and he comparesits effect to that of a toqpedo-fish,since it shocla the mind free from unexamined attractions or polarities. Thc development of knowledge is a
detachment, a reminiscence,an initiation which may have a divine or
apparently accidentalorigin, but it may also be occasionedby method
in discussion.The determining factor is not the concatenationof phenomena, the nature of mind, or the strucnre of argument, but the
common sourcefrom which they all derive and to which they owe their
interrelations. Education consistsin tuming the attention of the mind
and enlarging the scopeof its contemplation to a synoptic vision. Dialectic is the method of achicving this threefold purpose-it is a dialogue by which men come to agreementby meansof argument concerning the nature and divisions of things.
The method of dialectic is dialogue in the sensethat trvo or more
speakersor two or more positions are brought into relations in which
it becomesapparent that eachposition is incomplete and inconclusive
unlessassimilatedto a higher tnrth. Phenomenamay becomethe stages
of History and minds may becomeSpirit, without .tr.titg the character of the argument as it operatesin development of the dialogue.
The processesof development of things, the levels of formation of
knowledge, and the steps of qmthesis of proof are fundamentally the
same.Dialecticians,for the most part, do not refute, but rather assimilate other philosophers.Plato apparendyfound no needto differentiate
his method from the method of Socratesor from the methods of the
Eleatics,the Pythagoreans,the Fleracliteans,or evenat times the Sophists, who appearin his dialogues.Historians and scholarshave not alof this assimilationof methods
waysbeenhappy with the consequences
in dialectic and they have constructed the Socratic Question and the
Platonic Question to recoverdistinctions Plato failed to makefrom the
the truth,
indications which he doesgive. For no one speakerexPresses
and
incomweakness
show
their
of
Socrates,
even
that
and all methods,
pletenessin somc regions and on somequestions.
Plotinus, using a similar dialectic, later adjusted the categoriesof
fuistode and of the Stoics to the Platonic categories,discovering that
both have some basis in truth but that Aristode's errors arose from
seekingthe categoriesof being in sensiblerather than intelligible things
and the Stoic errors from materialism.Porphyry transformedAristotle's
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logic into a dialectic by writing an Introduction, anlsagoge,tothe Categoriu,borrowing the "predicables"from Aristode's Topits, which the
^
commonplacesof dialectic are treated, to loosen up the literal distinctions and univocal definitions of the Aristotelian logic, and the long
line of Greek Commentators labored further to make Aristotle an acceptable, though imperfect, Neoplatonic dialectician. Saint Bonaventura found the formula of synthesisin the discoverythat fuistode spoke
the languageof science,Plato the languageof wisdom, while Saint Augustine, illuminated by the Holy Ghost, used both languages.Hegel
could trace the whole sequenceof the history of philosophy evolving
to its assimilation in his own philosophy; and Erdmann, who argued
that Hegel's assertionthat his systemhas assimilatedall earlier systern
is confrmed even by his opponents, is constraincd by the passageof
time and the continuation of the inevitable dialectic of history to add a
final volume on the dissolution of the Hegelian systemas appendix to
hrsHistory of Philosoplty.
This complex processof synthesizingis interrupted-and dialogue
becomescontroversy-whenever dialectic degencratesinto sophistic or
skepticism by neglecting content or into subjectivism and mechanism
by ncgleaing argument. Socratesfrequendy notes the uansition from
dialectic to sophistic or eristic.
"What a grandthing, Glaucon,"saidI, "is thepowerof the art of contradictio
(dwr.itoylx{).' "Why sol" *BecauseisaidI, "manyappearto fall into it even
againsttheir wills, and to supposethat they arenot wrangling(6qf[euv)but
arguing(6r.alu6yeo0ar),
owing to their inability to applythe properdivision
anddistinctionsto the subjectundcrconsideration.
Theypursuemerelyverba
oppositions,practisingeristic,not didecticon oneanother.'r
The other form of controversy, due to neglect radrer than misuse of
argument and leading to partial conceptionsof subjectmarter may take
two forms. One is exemplified in the batde of the giants in which the
aggressorsbreak bodies and what they call truth into small fragments
and talk about a kind of generation by motion rather than being, while
the defendersproceed very cautiously wittr weaponsderived from the
invisible world above, maintaining drat true being consistsof certain
ideas which are only conceived by the mind and have no body.2The
other is the pragmatic empiricism which neglectsscientffic analysisto
L Plato Rcpabl'hv. 4538-454A.
2.PIato Sopbix26B-C.
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concentrate on sensibleeffects and practical applications-as calcula
tion or logistic (l.oyr,otuxf) is adaptedto commercialpurposesbut not,
like arithmetic, to knowledge.3
Dialectic becamethe method of Christian theology and philosophy
until the translation ofAristode in the thirteenth century suggestedthe
possibility of nvo methods and two ways; dialectic was also opposed
during the middle agesbecauseit is a purely verbal art and becauseit
applies reason to matters that transcend reason. During the Renaissancethe choice of methods lay berween dialectic and rhetoric, and
mediaevallogic was dropped out of the dialogue asverbal and as concerned with non-existent entities, like universals and transcendentals
The grounds of controversy arethe sameduring the nineteenth century
after the revival of dialectic attributed to Kant. According to Hegel
three attitudes toward objectivity are found in logic and the formal
doctrine of logic has three sides.The first attitude toward objectivity
leads to metaphysics;the second is expressedin empiricism and the
critical philosophy; the third is immediate or intuitive knowledge. The
secondof theseattitudes was adopted by Hume and Kant. Thought is
subjectiveand its most effectiveoperation dependson abstractuniversality according to this attitude, but the logical developmentof empiricism is materialism (matter being an abstraction), whereasthe critical
philosophy of Kant separatesthe world of sensibleappearancesfrom
the world of self-apprehendingthought. The secondof the three forms
of logical doctrine is dialectic, which must be separatedcarefirlly from
sophistry and skepticism.Modem skepticismpardy precedesthe Critical philosophy, pardy springs out of it; it consistssolely in denying the
truth and certitude of the supersensible,and in pointing to the factsof
senseand of immediate sensationsas ultimate.a Engels is able to fit
Hegel into this classificationwhen he borrows and transforms the Hegelian dialectic. Philosophers are split into trvo great camps, idealists
and materialists,on the paramount question of the relation of thinking
to being, of spirit to nature. But the question of the relation of thinking
to being has another side which separatesHegel, who assertsthe identity of thinking and being, from Hume and Kant, who question the
possibility of any cognition of the world.s Thesedistinctions form the
3. Plato Gorgin 451B4; Republh vn. 525D.
4. Cf. Hegel, TheEncyclapaadb
of thePhilasophitalScicnces
in Oatline,Partl,The Scizna
ofLogr, chapters3-6.
5. Frcderick Engels,Lud.nig Feanhacbdnd the O*tcotttzof Clasital GennanPbil^oplrl
(New Yorlq f935), pp. 3L--32. Ct.Engels,Anti-Daltrittg, trans. E. Bums (London, n.d.),
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foundation oflenin's philosophical argument,6but he tracesthe beginnings of immaterialism to Berkeley'sargumen$ againstmatrer *jn.
encountersat everyturn a variegatedprogeny descendedfrom the ..Humeanagnosticism,'notonlyKant, but alsoMill, Mach, Huxley, C_ohe
Renouvier, Poincard,Duhem, fames.
Ir. The dogmatisms of dialectical history tend to overshadow the
equally plausible-and, in the context of nventieth cenrury dogmatisms, more attractive-version of the relations among philosophiJs set
forth by the defendersof the antilogism and contradiction, tlie adherents of skepticismand sophistry,who find the method of philosophy in
the interplay of doctrines and opinions, and who exposethe consequencesof dogmatism conceming the ultimate principles ofknowledgc
and reality Discrimination, not assimilarion or ieduction, is the
method ofphilosophy, and dialogue proceedsby exploring the varieties
of arguments and doctrines and testing assertions-bythiir contradictlon' not by adjusting all doctrines to a preferred position and refuting
those which will not fit. In ttre course of controversy with dialectical
and logistic philosophers all the namesassumedby philosophen of this
pp. 28-29: "To the metaphysician,things and their mental imagcs,ideas,are isolated,
to
be considcredone aftcr rhe other
from eachother, .tgt4 n*.a objects ofinvcstigatiol given once for all. He thinla "p..t
in absolutelyirreconcilablc antithcscs.TIis communicltion is Yea'yea' Nay, nay, for whatsoeveris more than thesecometh of evil.,
For him a
thing cithcr exists,or it doesnot exist; it is equally rnpossible for a thing to be
itself and
positivc
at the sametime something else.
and ncgative absolutely.r.Lid. orr. *o,h".;
causeand effcct stand in an equally rigid antitheiis one to the other. At fint sight
this
mode.of thought seemsto us extremely plausible, becauseit is thc mode ortho:ueht
of
so-calledsound common sense.. . . closcr investigation alsoshowsus that thc
*Jpot.,
of an antithesis,
positivc an{ nggative,arc jusias inseparablefrom eachother Jthey
like
oppor.4 and that despite all ttreir opposition they mutually penetrateeachother.
It
f!
is just the samewith causeand effect; trrcsc..e .on.iptio* *hich only havevalidity
in
their application to a particular caseassuch, but whcn we consider thcianiculrr.""e
i'
its generalconnecdonwirh
worfd as.awJrglethey merge and dissolvcin the conccp$e
tion of universalaction and interaction, in which cause,an-<leffccts,rc.orrrt*tly.h-ging placcs,and what is now or here an effect becomesthere or then a cause,
and.viapma.
processesalq
of ttrought 6ts into the frame of meaphysical
. . T*._dt*.
thinking. But for dialectics, yhichTethods
graspsttrings ta their images, ia."r, or.rriiaity in
thcir intcrconnection, in their s.quen .' their-movement, trrai uir*, *a a.J,
,'".r,
Processesas those mentioncd above arc so many corroborations of its own mcthod of
treatrnent. Nature is the text of dialectics,and it must be said for modern
natural science
that it has fumished extrcmely rich and daily increasingmaterials for this
test, and has
thus proved that in the last a1a!'sis.Naqrgt processis iacctica and not
meaphysical."
6. Irnir\ Materialsim and Etryirio-citidsm: criticar Naes c^ccrubu e
Rca;rrurqry
Philmoph,(New york" t927), pp.r4J7.
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tradition have beengiven a pejorative sense: they aresophistswho were
concernedwith wisdom, skepticswho developedreflectivethought and
irqoiry rhetoricians who were skilled in the arts of communication,
and academicswho employed the method of Socraresand Plato.
Sophistic and rhetoric provided the counterpart, and a phaseof the
context, for the development of Plato's dialectic. They had themselves
developed as practical instrumentalities in the democratic Greek citystates,and they provided arts by which opposed opinions might be
brought into relation and confrontation. Plato givesProtagoras'aphorism, Man is the measureof all things, a relativist and sensualistinterpretation which accordswith the criticism attributed to Democritus as
well as Plato in opposition to the docrine ascribedto Protagoras,that
all sensationsare equally true for all sentient subjects.TIsocratescriticized speculativephilosophers,who are in total disagreementconceming the nanre of things and in evenmore confusing disagreementwhen
they profess to attain scientific knowledge of moral questions.Philosophy is concerned to impart all the forms of discoursein which the
mind expressesitself-not in abstract but in particular statementsand it should therefore bring the student into contact with the variety
of opinions rather than inculcate a pretendedor uselessscience.
Skepticismgrew out ofthe exigencesofdialogue at the very center
of dialectic. Skeptics were prominent among the "Socratics" who set
forth their philosophic positions in "Socratic dialogues.'The Academy
defendedthe position of Plato againstthe dogmatism and materialism
of the Stoicsby meansof the skepticismelaboratedby Arcesilasand the
probabilism evolved by Cameades.Cicero, as a follower of the New
Academy,interprets all the great philosophersasexponentsof an identical truth to which they give only verbally variant expression,and he
reservescontnoversyfor the refutation of the materialismof the Epicureans and the dogmatism of philosophers who conceive truth to be
susceptibleonly of a unique expression.SextusEmpiricus marshallsan
encyclopaedicrefutation of all dogmatisms,idealistic and materialistic,
empirical and rationalistic. fohn of Salisbury in the twelfth century labels himself an Academic, and )ohn Duns Scotus at the end of the
thirteenth century elaboratessubde argumentsto refute the Academics.
The revived dialectic of the Renaissanceis a batde ground between

We must regardthe ancientsophisticart asphilosophicalrhetoric.For it discussesthe themesthat philosopherstreat of, but whereasthey [the philosophers],by their methodof questioning,setsnaresfor knowledgeandadvanc
stepby stepastheyconfirmtheminor pointsof their investigations,
thesophis
of the old schoolassumes
a knowledgeof that whereofhe speaks.e

7. Plato TheaetctusI5IE-I52E;
390.

(1954),
p. 12.
9. Philostratus
IipesoftheSOhisu480.

Neoplatonists and Skeptics.Hume acknowledgesthe attraction which
the academicphilosophy had for him, and when Kant retumed to dialectic he called it an art of semblanceand disputation, an ars sophistic
dispatatmia, and derives the method he practices from the skeptics.
The modern exponentsof the skepticalposition tend, asHegel pointed
out, to be lessthorough than the ancientsand to favor one of the forms
of dogmatism-empiricism-in
their search for the usefrrl and the
practical among opinions.
Sophistic or the skeptical dialectic is an operational method. As expounded by Cicero it consistsof two parts, a method of discoveryand
a method of judgment or proof, as contrasted to the dialectic of the
Stoics which wholly neglectsthe method of discovery.This method is
also calledrhetoric, the art of discovering argumentsand of organizing
them in exposition. Properly employed it results in wisdom, and it
should be employed only in conjunction with wisdom. In the history
of philosophy, as Cicero recounts it, early philosophers combined eloquenceand wisdom. Socratesunfornrnately separatedthem and thereafter rhetoric and philosophy followed independent coursesuntil the
New Academy again undenook to join them. If men will equip themselveswith the art of discovering and stating arguments,a dialogue is
possible, since philosophers will come to recogntzethat truth is not
acquiredby a private and mysterious insight into reality, but by understanding the argumentsby which truth may be distinguished from error in a given situation and application or an identical truth may be
discoveredby different meansand be statedin different terms. C,ontroversy results from inability to follow an argument and from dogmatic
attachmentto positions that are thought to be unique.
This conception of the relation between method and knowledge,
between rhetoric and wisdom, has served as the basisfor histories of
philosophy. Philostratus wrote of philosophy in this sensein his Lipes
of the Sophists.

8. Cf. R. McKeon,

Sextus Empiricus Ad.tersusMathenaticosvii. 388-

"Dialectic

and Political Thought

and Action," Ethia,

vol. Lfrl
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A few philosopherswho were renowned for eloquence,like Carneades,
Dio Chrysostom, and Favorinus, figure in Philostraflrs'history along
with the older sophistsfrom Gotgt* to Isocrates;but the New Sophistic applied rhetoric to a wisdom that had litde in corlmon with the
subjectstreated by the philosophers, in spite of the interest which the
philosopher-Emperor Marcus Aurelius, took in it. Eunapius' Lives of
the PhiluEherc, on the other hand, begins with Porphyry, who is presented as skilled in rhetoric and in all branches of knowledge, and
movesfrom the Neoplatonists to the sophists,pagan and Christian, to
culminate in the iatrosophists, the healing sophists. 7'eno of Cyp*
was expeft in both oratory and medicine, and his discipleswere trained
in one or both. The latter includedMagnus, who wasso ablein rhetoric
that he 'trsed to demonstrate that those whom other doctors cured
Oribasius, and Chrysanthius,who was in turn
were still ill,"ro to*.*,
Eunapius'master. The two traits which the sophist should cukivateability to discover and present arguments and willingness to listen to
arguments-are found in a marked degree in the pottrait Eunapius
draws of his master,who possessedthis disposition, according to Eunapius, either becausethe Platonic Socrateshad come to life again in
him or becausehis eficrt to imitate Socrateshad led him to form himself from boyhood on the model of Socrate
(6ldl,ellE) or
But it wasnot easyto rousehim to philosophicaldiscussions
in those
competitions(gr.)rover.n6o),
he perceivedthat it is especially
because
conteststhat men becomeembittered.Nor would anyonereadilyhaveheard
him showingoff his own eruditionor inflatedbecause
of it, or insolentand
arroganttoward others; rather he usedto admirewhateverthey said,even
though their remarkswereworthless,andwould applaudevenincorrectconclusions,just asthoughhe hadnot evenheardthe premises,
but wasnaturally
inclinedto assent,Iesthe shouldinflict pain on anyone.And if in an assembl
of thosemost distinguishedfor leaminganydissension
arose,andhe thought
fit to takepart in the discussion,
the placebecame
hushedin silenceasthough
no onewerethere.Sounwilling weretheyto facehis questionsanddefinitions
andpowerof quotingfrom memorybut theywould retirefrom discussion
and
contradiction,lesttheir failureshouldbe too evident.rr
The revival of the study of the history of philosophy in the Renaissanc
followed rhetorical rather than dialecticallines: exemplaryusesof doctrines, aphorisms, and arguments rather than epochal successionsof
10. Ennapius-Lioa of the Phihsophns498.

rr. rbid..502.
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systems are emphasized in the lives of philosophers and the compendia
of arts which followed the model of Hellenistic histories and Roman
treatises and which showed a rhetorical tendency to refute dogmatisms
and to seek the causes for the decline of the arts.
The importance of dialogue to the modem "skepticsj' who are derived from Hume's agnosticism by their dialectical critics, is precisely
in its encouragement and development of arguments. The advancement
of science, the cultivation of values, and the resolution of practical
problems all depend on the confrontation of arguments, the test of
opinion by opinion, and the open possibility of innovation moderated
by the stabilizing influence of tradition. Like the ancient skeptics and
academics, ]ohn Stuart Mill bases the practical use of the free interplay
of opposed arguments on the example of the theoretic use of the methods of rhetoric to advance toward truth in the naturd sciences.
The peculiarity of the evidenceof mathematicaltruths is that all the argument
is on one side. There are no objections and no answersto objections. But in
every subject on which differenceof opinion is possible,the tmth dependson
a balanceto be stnrck betweentwo setsof conflicting reasons.Even in natural
philosophy, there is always some other explanation possible of the same
facts. . . . But when we tum to subjectsinfinitely more complicated to morals,
religion, politics, social relations, and the businessof life, three fourths of the
arguments for every disputed opinion consist in dispelling ttre appearanc
which favors some opinion different from it. The greatestorator, saveone, of
antiquity, has left it on record that he alwaysstudied his adversary'scasewith
as great, if not greater, intensity than even his own. What Cicero practised as
the means of forensic successrequires to be imitated by all who study any
subject in order to arrive at the truth. He who knows only his own side of the
case,knows litde of that. His reasonsmay be good, and no one may havebeen
able to refute them. But he is equally unable to refute the reasonson the opposite side; if he does not so much as know what they are, he has no ground
for preferring either opinion. The rational position for him would be suspension of judgmeng and unlesshe contents himself with that, he is either led by
authority or adopts like the generality of the worl4 the side to which he feels
most inclinationr2.
There are more proponents of this view than can be tabulated under
any of the shining names-sophistic,
skepticism, academicism, rhetoric, utilitarianism, liberalism-that
have been attached to it and that
have been tamished by the contempt for "opinionj'"sense experiencej'
and 'lrtility"
expressed by its opponents. It underlies )ustice Oliver
12.)ohn StuartMill, OnLiberty,chapter2.
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Wendell Holmes'vision of the free competition of ideas,famcs'pluralism, Bridgman's operationalism. Dialogue is statement and countcrstatement, based on ordinary ways of life and ordinary uses of language, with no possible appealto a redity beyond opposed opinions
exceptthrough opinions about reality.T?uth is perceivedin perspective
and perspectivescan be compared,but there is no overarchinginclusive
perspective. Meanings are defined in action and measurement,and
there is no theory apaft from practice.Method is ttre art of seizing and
interpreting the opinions of others and of constmcting and defending
one'sown. Virnre is method translatedinto intelligent self-interestand
resPectfor others.
r r r . The Sophistsused a method so similar to dialectic that Socrate
could complajrnnthe Apolngythat his critics mistook him for a sophist,
and yet they denied dialectical absolutesbeyond the relativities ofperception and reduced dialectical ceftainties to opinions in the interchangeof rhetoricd argument. The ancient physicistsand atomists, on
the othcr hand, appealedto a truth basedon reality so similar to the
IdeasofSocrates that Socratesthought his position had becn confirsed
with that ofAnaxagoras, although the physicistsmade no useof dialecis so likc Plato'
tic. Democritus'objectionto Protagoras'sensationism
in
antiquity.
The
special
sensesare
that the two were lumped together
false, since there is no counterpart to sensationoutside the sensien
subject.Ti.uebom knowledge, asopposedto the bastardknowledge of
sensation,is scientific knowledge of the atorls, and Democritus use
designatetheseultimate non-senthe sameword asPlato-*ideas'-to
judgcs
the methods of Plato and Democritus to
sible realities.Aristode
be balancedevenlyin achievementand failure: Plato developeda theory
of method in his dialectic but failed to apply it successfullyto account
for phenomenal Democritus developeda method which wasfaithfi,rl to
phenomena,but he failed to formulate his method and overgeneralize
it as a result of his misconception of definition and cause.The method
of scientific knowledge is distinct from verbal logic or dialectic, and
knowledge of atoms and their motions is distinct from the relativities
of secondaryqualities. Dialectic, in its transcendentalno lessthan in its
skeptical form, seemedto later atomists to be verbal and inapplicable
to this scientific taslg while the calculation of motions and combinations of elementswas of so little interest to dialecticians,that Plato's
silenceconcerning Democritus was a scandalin antiquity. Dialecticians
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who cameafter him found modest historical placesfor mechanisticmateridists.
As later skepticsfound it desirableto temper their doubts with some
confidencein empirical aspectsof experienceand in the tautologies of
thought and expression,so too later atomists provided a placein their
rational methods for sensationsand feelings. According to Epicurus
there are three criteria of truth: sensations,anticipations, and feelings.
The external world is known by perception. SexnrsEmpiricus repofts
the equivalenceof truth and reality in sensation:"Epicurus said that all
objectsof perception are tme and real: for it wasthe samething to call
a thing true and to call it existing. Tiue then meansthat which is as it
is said to be, and false that which is not as it is said to be.or3But the
method which Epicurus expoundsn the Canan# has no placefor dialectic or verbal arguments,and his critics aredistressedby the contempt
he expressesfor logic which he criticizes as misleading. Cicero is
shocked because"he abolishesdefinitions, he has no teaching about
division and distribution, he does not tell how reasoningis conducted
or brought to conclusions,he does not show by what meanssophisms
may be exposed,and ambiguities resolved."laThe central problem of
developing a method to construct truths from simple elements and
their relations was however to receivc impressiveand suggcstiveembodiment in a field ignored by Epicurus. The long chains of proof
which Euclid organized rnhis Ehmentr were to provide inspiration for
philosophers and scientists affracted by the hope to derive all truths
from combinations and constructions,whether they begin with simple
bodies, simple ideas,or even simple tenns.
The geometric method has no necessaryphilosophic implications
when it is employed to constmct figures from their "elements'or even
when it is usedto make a transition from geometricalsolids to physical
bodies and motions. It is made into a philosophical method when it is
generalizedto cover all conceivablephenomenaand all redity andwhen
it is made to provide the test for truth and reality. When philosophers
adopt the geometric or deductive method asthe method of philosophy
and construct deductive demonstrations (with or without recourseto
the forms of geometric proof), they facea choice of starting point and
subject: they may find their elements in things and make the world
13. Scxtus EmpiiatsAtbmts
Mqthanatitrot vlli^.9.
14. Cicero De Finibur i. 7.22.
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geometric, if primary qualities are distinguished from secondary; or
they may begin with corlmon notions or simple ideasand distinguish
the combinations which yield knowledge of reality from fantasy and
error; or they may start with symbolsand their relations to atomic facts
and separatethe non-cognitive from the cogpitive uses of symbols.
They find themselvesopposedin this effrrt to free philosophy of meaningless questions by philosophers (like Plato, Nicholas of Cusa, and
Whitehead), who give mathematicsa dialectical development,by philosophers (like Poincard and Russell), who make the method of mathematicsarbitrary and its subject matter indeterminate, and by philosophers (like Aristode, Mill, and Dewey), who distinguish the methods
of mathematicsfrom the methods appropriate to other fields.
The geometric method has had many imitators in philosophy. Alan
of Lille and Nicholas of Amiens used a mathematicaldeduction from
"common notions" and "maxims" to rid theology of controversyin the
nvelfth cenfi.rry.Bishop Bradwardine used a geometric method to organrzr the sequenceof proof from common notions in his Da Caasa
Deinthe fourteenth cennrry,while Richard Swinesheadlaid the foundations of a logistic philosophy tn hrs Calculntor by an exploration of
variableshomogeneouswith the verbal logic on which his contemporaries engaged. But the great efforescenceof the geometric method
came in the seventeenthcentury when treatiseson mechanics,optics,
and astronomy and all sciencesthat pretendedto precisionwere thrown
into the form of deductions from axiom sets, and the hope that psychology, ethics, and politics might also be made scientific was attached
to the endeavorto deducethem from a few simple definitions and principles.Descartes'confdencein the long chainsof mathematicalreasoning contributed to this tendency by providing an analysisto justify it,
for simple ideascannot be erroneoussinceerror arisesin the combination of ideas and if one could proceed from indivisible ideas by indivisible connections,one could encompassthe whole of human knowledge and achievecertainty in all sciencesby avoiding the intrusions of
imagination, emotion, and opinion which impede the developmentof
scienceand philosophy. Spinoza used the geomeuic order in hts Ethirs
to provide scientffic demonstration of propositions which establishe
morality and freedom on adequateideas and on the minimization of
the effectsof the passions.Although his learning in Greek philosophy
was slight he confessedan attraction to Democritus, Epicurus, and Lucretius as opposed to Socrates,Plato, and Aristode. In the nineteenth
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and twentieth centuries the philosophic use of the geometric method
moved slowly and indecisivelyfrom Laws of Thought to constructions
built from simple sentencesand atomic facts or from the elementsof
language and what they designate, for the vestigesof epistemology
were attachedto the symbolism borrowed from mathematics-science
is the "cognitive" use oflanguage as contrastedto a host ofopposed
uses, ttemotivertt"persuasivert'ttejaculatoryrtt"hortatoryit "evocativert
and new commitrnents to the theses of empiricism and physicalism
seemednecessaryif the cognitive wasto be preservedfrom its old epistemological rivals.
The logistic or geometric method is better suited to controversythan
to dialogue. What other philosophers conclude on other grounds can
rarely pass as "cognitive.' When it does, appropriate restatement is
needed to make it precise. Much of traditional philosophy is found,
therefore, to be devoted to the consideration of unreal problems, and
the history of philosophy is a cumulative sequencein which science
were separatedone by one from the disorderly massof conjecture,superstition, and insight until only logic and the theory of valuesstand in
need of like reformulation for philosophy to be assimilatedwholly to
the sciences.The larger region of philosophic discussionis best treated
by considering not the content of propositions but the stateof mind of
those who entrnciatethem. As dialogue it is non-cognitive. It may be
brought to a conclusion by the discoveryof truth, and the contribution
of scienceto questions which involve only emotions is to remove superstitition and fear, as the Epicureansput it, or to cure tensions and
complexesand promote mental health, asthe program is formulated in
more modern terms. Discussion contributes to the discovery of truth
and is cognitive when it takes the form of interchangesbetween men
of different backgrounds and technical skill assembledin research
teams. Controversy is a symptom of confusion, mental disorder, and
drives to power.
rv. In the historical contexts in which dialogue conceming basic
philosophic issuestakesmany forms-such as, (f ) the rymthesisof contraries and the assimilation of divergent views, (2) the developmentof
differencesand the examination of unresolvedoppositions, (3) the reduction of all views to a basicthesisabout the nature of physicalreality
and senseexperienceand the abandonment, as meaninglessand noncognitive, of statements which resist reduction-the desirability of
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making a seriesof literal distinctions among methods and meaningshas
appealedto philosophers repeatedly.It has seemedplausible that a
method of formal proof common to all inferencemight be discovered
and formulated, that this method might be distinguished from the
method of examining the hypothesesand principles from which inferenceproceeds,that a dialecticalmethod might be devisedto treat opinions conceming particular matters and problems when agreementin
statementis desirableand drat it might be supplementedby a rhetorical
method of constructing argumentsto influence audienceswhen agreement is sought in attitude and action, that a method of solving sophisto detect aPParentinference
ticd argumentsmight be a usefirl
"d;rrtt.t
or apparent principles employed to reach demonstrably false conclusions, that a method of analyzing objects of art might be employed to
separateestheticcharacteristicsfrom moral and political influencesand
doctrines adumbrated, and that, finally, methods of inqurry might be
developed to treat the problems and matters particular to different
fields
The most obvious mark by which this eficrt to distinguish a plurality
of methods may be recognizedin its many employrnentsand manifestations is a concem to apply a scientific method to all fields and yet to
differentiate the use of sciencein three large areas-the theoretic, the
practical, and the poetic or productive. Aristode first made this differentiation recognizing the need, if methods are to be developedaPPropriate to the various tasksto which they are applied, of three masteror
architectonic sciences-metaphysics to treat the first principles of the
sciencesand to provide the grounds for a theoretical organization of
knowledge, including not only natural sciencesbut also sciencesof action and production; politics to treat the first principles of human actions and associationsand to provide the grounds for a practical organization of common activities, including thosewhich affectthe advanc
of scienceand the cultivation of art aswell as morals and politics; and
poeticsto treat the first principles of human production and to provide
the grounds for an aestheticorganization of the products of arts, including those which set forth knowledge or affect action aswell asthe
fine arts. Thomas Aquinas employedthe samedistinctions to recti& the
controversiesand confusionsof mediaevaldialecticiansand to separat
philosophy and natural theology from the dialectic of the Augustinian
formulation of revealedtheology.|ohn Dewey sought to extendthe use
of scientific method or the method of reflective thinking to the resoiu-
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tion of all problems, but he sawdanger in the application of the method
of the physical sciencesto practical problems, and he treated philosophy itself asan art concernedwith meaningsrather than with truth and
falsity.
The principles employed by philosophers in the development of
other methods often lead them to differentiations similar to those based
on the method of inquiry into problems and into problematic situations. Spinoza employed the geometric method rnhrs Ethics,but since
the principles from which his deduction flowed led to the conclusion
that eventhe wise man doesnot live alwaysaccordingto the dictatesof
reasonand that most men rarely do, an ethics basedon adequateideas
must be separatedsharply from a politics basedon power and a religion
basedon piety. Kant was awakenedfrom his dogmatic slumbers by a
skeptical dialectic and separatedthe realms of pure reason, practical
reason) and judgment with the aid of distinctions between general
logic, uanscendental logic and the uses of logic as organon and as
canon. Aristode's rejection of Plato's reduction of different forms of
human associationby the analogy between state and family finds echo
in Locke's refutation of Filmer's use of a like analogy and in Montesquieu's study of the circumstancesthat determinethe variety of system
of positive law
Dialogue has a place in this distinction of methods according to the
problems to which they are addressed.The problematic method, like
the dialecticalmethod, provides a place for eachof the tasl$ of philosophy, but the methods proper to inquiry proof, and persuasionare
found to be different, when their respectiveproblems aredistinguished;
like the logistic method, the problematic method requiresunivocal definitions and indemonstrablefirst principles, but there are many setsof
such basic propositions, and they are not used to organize all knowledge in a single body of deductively derived propositionsl rhetoric has
an important independent place in the developmentof the problematic
method, but is not, asin the skepticalor operational method, the whole
method of science.Dialogue is preliminary and propaedeutic to the
treatment of theoreticquestions; other philosophic theories are studied
in order to avoid errors alreadytried and exposedand to adapt truths
discoveredand established.The treatrmentof pra*ical questions
"lt "dy
does
not permit like precision and their resolution dependson anitudes
and communication bearing on what is best in various circumstances
The production of artificial objectsmust relate their proper perfections
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to the natural objects they imitate and the proper pleasuresthey occasion. Politics and poetics, like metaphysics,employ a dialecticalmethod
in inquiry conceming principles which are applied demonstrativelyin
deduction and induction. But it is a limited dialectic. concernedwith
specificquestions,like the nature of causeor sensation,eafthquakesor
the origin of the Nile, property or slavery rather than with large questions of philosophic systematization.On most questionsnumerousimperfect anticipations of the correct solution can be brought together.
Neglect of method or the improper useor extensionof methods, however, leadsto outright error: Democritus is betrayedinto innumerable
inconsistenciesand absurdities by his failure to examine the method
which he used successfrrllylthe Sophistspractiseverbal trickery when
they ignore the requirements of substantivefact and formal argument
to extend methods derived from rhetoric; Plato attributes being to
separatedobjects constructed to provide grounds for dialectical analogies among things and dialecticalextensionsof reasonand understanding. C,ontroversyresuls no lessfrom restatementsof doctrine with partial approval than from refutations.
The methods elaboratedby philosophers to treat materialsand meanings fall into pattems which determine the forms of dialogue and controversy.The large forms of these opposed methods are easily recognized, and philosophers expresstheir attitudes towards dialogue and
betray their pronenessto turn dialogue into controversy in ways that
can be explainedby those methods
In significant sensesdialogue is an inseparablepart of dialectical or
operational methods. Both methods use opposedopinions or hypothesesdirecdy as means of resolving substantiveproblems, but despite
occasionaloverlaps and some consequentconfusion of the nvo methods by philosopherscommitted to other methods, the two usesof dialogue and their characteristicexcursionsinto controversy are different.
In the large forms assumedby philosophieswhich employ the dialectical method, oppositions are found in fact aswell asin opinion; and the
processesof nature, history and thought are identical or stricdy comparable since they all assimilate contraries to higher unities and
syntheses;for the dialectician any doctrine is both true (in one sense
and at one stage) and false (in many sensesand at many stages).The
dialogue may have either positive or negative results without falling
into controversy; it is interrupted in controversy by the intnrsion of a
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verbal or skepticalmethod which separatesthought from its object or
by a partial conception of thought or its object which makesthinking
subjectiveor nature mechanical.In the large forms assumedby philosophies which employ the operational method, on the other hand, the
oppositions are found only in opinion, hypothesis,perspective,or measurements,and their basicirreducibility is itself an important trait to be
observedin the methodological acquisition of theoretic knowledge and
in the resolution of practical problems. Two possibilities are open to
the operationalist-one of the opposedhypothesesmay be inapplicable
and the decisionmay be in favor of one of the opposedparties, or both
hypothesesmay account for or measurethe samefacts but in different
ways, and different reasonsbasedon opposedpolicies may be adduced
for the sarnecourse of action. Dialogue is interrupted in controversy
only by dogmatisms which refuse to submit opinions about ultimate
reality or the compelling evidenceof experienceor thought to the test
ofother opinions and hypothese
Dialogue is not an essentialpart of logistic or problematic methods.
Both methods use opposed opinions or hlpotheses only indirecdy in
the solution of substantiveproblems, since both separatequestions of
opinion formation and communication from questions of inquiry and
proof. In the use of the problematic method, dialogue is relevant to
proo{ and there is evenplacefor a restrictedform ofdialectic to resolve
differencesof opinion and belief, Dialectic is a stagein the searchfor
truth, but its methods are sharply separatedfrom those of inquiry and
proof. The examination of other theories and doctrines has a heuristic
value in the treatrnent of any problem, for the assemblageof what has
been said previously makesavailableexisting knowledge at the start of
investigations,but the balanceof opinions doesnot contribute direcdy
to the examination of data or the construction of suitable hypotheses
concerning them. On the other hand, dialectic is the only method applicable to fundamental metaphysical questions. Controversy is directed against dialecticians (who invent fictive entities to make their
propositions true), against sophists (who advancepropositions which
are indifferendy true or false), and against methodlessthinkers (whp
have no proof for their propositions even when they happen to be
true). In the use of the logistic method, dialogue is avoided, since the
truth is one, and the effcrt of scienceand philosophy is to achieve
knowledge of truth. Dialogue entersinto that efficrt when truth is not
availableand knowledge ceasesin the balanceof probabilities, prefer-
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ences,and emotions and in the preparation for decisionand persuasion
Acquisition of knowledge dependson exclusion of emotion, imagination, and opinion, and, consequendyof dialogue; and although none
of these can be eliminated wholly from the lives of the many, scienc
can control their deleteriouseffectsby exposingsubstitutesfor knowledge.Controversy is directed againstphilosopherswho considerunreal
questions,make meaninglessstatements,or construct proofs unsuscep
tible of empirical verification.
The primary purpose of philosophy is the discoveryand demonstration of truth. But *truth" is differendy conceivedaccordingto the principles of different philosophies, and philosophical methods are constructed to form and justify bodies of doctrineswhich expresstruths so
conceivedand so justified. Dialogue is part of all such methods since
the justification of a philosophic conclusion must take into account
other proposed analyses,yet the attempted dialogue does not extend
beyond the limits of thosewho agreein method, and controversyarises
both becausethe tenets of eachmethod predestineceftain methods to
error and becausethe restatementwhich conclusionsreceivein the dialogue constructedby philosophersis seldom adequateor satisfactoryto
those who hold those conclusions.Diferences of methods are seldom
remarked, however, even in the caseof philosophers who place great
store on the novelty of their methods and explain and illustrate them in
dctail. In spite of the obvious differencesin the large forms which philosophies take as a result of thc methods employed in their consrruction-the massive progressions and synthesis of dialectic, the long
chainsof reasoningfrom primitive propositions of logistic, the skeptical pluralism of opinions and perspectives,the problematic pluralism of
methods and principles-eficrts at philosophical dialogue usually take
the form of extracting isolated statementsfrom the systemof arguments
by which they arejustified to try them in the context of other principles
and methods. Like the Cartesian "good sensel a senseof method is
apparendythought to be equally distributed, for everyonethinl$ himself so well supplied with it that critics rarely pauseto examineanorher
method or to consider its possiblecogencyor validity before announcing the discovery of simple inconsistenciesand fantastic absurdities,
such as are seldom encounteredin casualconversation,in the works of
philosophers who base their statementson merhods and principles
which they have scrutinized meticulously
Conuoversy has so far outrun dialogue in contemporary philosoph-
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ical discussionsthat dialogue has all but disappearedexceptamong the
sects which have formed within parricular philosophical traditions.
This is no new phenomenon in the history of philosophy, and in a
fundamental senseit is a natural consequenceof the oppositions of
philosophic methods. It has, however, taken on unusual importance
today-as it did in the Roman Empire and again during the Renaissance-since the failure of communication and understanding in philosophy is a symptom of what is happening in larger communications
in cultural relations and political negotiations. It might bc argued
equally plausibly that philosophy has come into new responsibilities
and usessince the practical problems of our times may be raced back
to an ideological conflict which is fundamentally philosophic, or that
the integrity and effectivenessof the searchfor tnrth is desuoyed by
differencesof philosophic tradition which simply reflect differencesof
culture and interest. In much the same fashion historians of Roman
and Renaissancephilosophy have argued equally plausibly that philosophy was freed from dogmas and superstitions in those periods and
philosophers differed only verbally, and that philosophy disappeared
wholly into the barren verbelism of rhetoric and the discouragcdineffectivenessof skepticism
It is improbable that invitations to didogue will lead to philosophic
agreement or cultural uniformity, and it is doubtfrrl whether such
agreementor uniformity would be desirablcif they were possible.But
if controversyarisesfrom the radical differencesamong the methods by
which philosophers have sought truth, the possibility of dialogue is to
be found in the similarities among the methods by which they have
sought intelligibility and consensus.It is impossible to avoid controversy concerning what is true or probable, bot .orrt or,.rsy might be
avoidedwithout abandoning problems of the relation of argumentsto
the exploration of reality by turning attention to problems of the relation of argumentsto elucidation ofminds. Problemsof communication
are not wholly independent of problems of proof, but there are large
regions of coincidencein the methods by which philosopherstake into
account the audiencesto which their arguments are addressed.The
controversieswhich grow out of differencesof method are crucial precisely becausethey concem issuesin which it is difficult to separate
substantive differencesconceming the nature and relations of things
from verbal differencesdue to shifis of meaningsof terms defined according to opposedmethods and principles. Formal analysisof what is
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accepredasinferenceand what is acceptedasprinciple should not only
clarify meanings by separating fact from form of statement but it
should also have material implications by giving objective grounds to
the study of attitudes and audienceswhich has taken a skeptical and
relativistic turn in comparative psychology, the sociology of knowledge, and the variety of studies in which the rblations of cultures are
ueated. This large region is the field of what has often in the history of
thought been called rhetoric, and since the four methods enumerated
abovehave been describedby considering four possihlepositions concerning the relation of proof to persuasion'the possibility of cooperative study and mutual understanding of argumentsof the secondkind
may be judged by considering the place of rhetoric in each of the
methods.
The methodsof rhetoric constitute the whole of philosophic method
in the operational or skeptical method. Many of ttre eficrts to reduce
controversy and advancetruth in the history of modem philosophy
from FrancisBacon and Vico to Mill and somecontemPoraryanalytical
philosophershavemade more or lessconsciousappealto the commonplacesof rhetoric. Ch. Perelmanhasurged a retrun to rhetorical considerations for a theory of philosophical argumentation.IsThe preceding
analysisof dialogue and controversy was made from the point of view
of the rhetorical or skeptical tradition in which the fundamental assumptions are that knowledge is advancedbest by the free opposition
of arguments,that a common truth may be given a variety of statements
from different perspectives,and that there is an element of truth in all
philosophic positions. In problematic i"qoiry rhetoric or its counterpart, dialectic, is a methodological stageantecedentto the resolution of
philosophic problems; it is not the method of philosophy, but any philosophicalargumentmay be examinedrhetorically or dialecticallyto discloseits assumptionsand form. In the context of a dialectical philosophy, rhetoric is imperfect dialectic limited to subjectivedistinctions, but
such distinctions and principles are suscePtibleof dialecticalexpansion
and examination such asthey receivein the "inconclusive" dialoguesof
Plato. In a logistic philosophy, rhetoric has no place as a cognitive
method, but rhetorical argumentsPossessa structure which can be anaPwraneTh^oric
15. Ch. PcrelmanandL. Olbrechts-Tyteca,RhatmQuc*Philosophiz:
dz lArgununtnim enPhiltsophie(Paris, 1952).
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lyzed in logistic semanticsand which can be compared in structure to
cognitive arguments.
Analysesof argumentsfor communication, separatedfrom analyse
of argumentsfor demonstration, may provide not merely the method
by which to advancedialogue in philosophy but alsomaterialsby which
to lessentensions and oppositions between cultures. It is not to be
anticipated that there will be agreementin the treatment of this common region of philosophy, since the approachesto it are affectedby
differencesof method as much as the substantive problems of truth
which are the center of philosophic controversy.But the different treatmentswill be comparableapproachesto problemsof commtrnicationrhetorical enumerations of modes of expressionadapting opinions or
positions to audiences,problematic enumerationsof methods adapting
concepts to circumstances,logistic enumerations of constructions in
which teffns are defined and combined, dialecticalenumerationsof systems adapting principles to arguments-and they should make it possible to focus attention on the different structuresof argument and the
different presuppositionsemployed in different traditions and forms of
philosophy. The basic problems of dialogue are, first, to find ways to
make certain that there is agreementconceming what is in question
and, second,to understand what is conceivedto constitute a satisfac
tory answerto the question. Only when theseproblems have been resolved is it possibleto decidewhether proposed solutions are in agree
ment or opposed. Mutual understanding in the senseof agreemen
concerning what the question is and what is required in a satisfactor
solution is necessaryif philosophers are to resumetheir dialogue, or
even continue their efirrs to convince eachother of the truth of their
respectivepositions, and it is essentialalso to the solution of social and
political problems-to make possible agreementon common course
ofaction for different reasons,appreciation ofalien values,and confidencebasedon understanding.

